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Abstract

We consider collective decision problems where some agents have pri-
vate information about alternatives and others don�t. Voting takes
place under strategy-proof rules. Prior to voting, informed agents may
or may not disclose their private information, thus eventually in�u-
encing the preferences of those initially uninformed. We provide gen-
eral conditions on the voting rules guaranteeing that informed agents
will always be induced to disclose what they know. In particular, we
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apply this general result to environments where agent�s preferences
are restricted to be single-peaked or separable, and characterize the
strategy-proof rules that ensure information disclosure in these set-
tings.
Keywords: strategy-proofness, information disclosure, voting rules,

single-peaked preferences, committees.
JEL Codes: D70, D71, D82.

1 Introduction

Whenever the people are well-informed, they can be trusted with their own
government. (Thomas Je¤erson, letter to Richard Price Jan. 8, 1789.)
If you agree with Je¤erson�s view, you would like to live in a society

that favors the �ow of reliable information among its members. And a so-
cial designer may want to include among its objectives that of favoring the
transmission from informed to uninformed agents of any available piece of re-
liable news, whatever these are and whatever their consequences on people�s
opinions and preferences.
The connection between the preferences of individuals and the informa-

tion they hold is treated very di¤erently by the two great lines of thought
underlying the choice of voting institutions. In the Arrowian tradition, it
is not discussed: agents�preferences, which may be the result of many fac-
tors, including what they know, are taken as given. The focus there is to
aggregate heterogeneous preferences into criteria that allow for satisfactory
social decisions. At the other end, Condorcet�s jury theorem abstracts from
the heterogeneity of agents�interests, assumes that they all have the same
objective (discovering the truth), and focuses on the issue of aggregating the
pieces of information that are available to each, in order again to achieve an
acceptable social outcome. In this paper we discuss the interaction between
preferences, information and social outcomes that arises once we accept that
individuals need not share the same objectives (departing from Condorcet)
and yet can modify their preferences if availed with new pieces of informa-
tion (departing from Arrow). We adopt the point of view of a mechanism
designer who wishes to favor information exchange and proposes a voting
rule to arrive at a social outcome given the individual preferences that are
�nally declared by agents, once availed with the information that is volun-
tarily dispersed throughout society. Our design of a mechanism will thus
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involve allowing for a stage during which agents may share information, and
a second one where they vote according to a given rule. Our purpose is to
discuss the choice of voting rules to be used in the second stage of the decision
process, and to identify those that favor information disclosure in the �rst
stage. In particular, we concentrate on those rules that are strategy-proof,
and thus guarantee the use of truthful information about agents�preferences
at the voting stage. We prove a very general result showing that, in order for
a strategy-proof voting rule to induce information disclosure, it must provide
informed agents with a speci�c form of veto power, and then apply it to a
variety of environments where attractive strategy-proof voting rules do exist.
The ability of di¤erent rules to induce information disclosure becomes then
a powerful additional requirement to select among them. In fact, if informa-
tion is held by more than half of the population, anonymous strategy-proof
rules can be selected among those that satisfy our requirements, with simple
majority playing a major role. When the set of informed voters is small, then
in order to induce disclosure one has to resort to strategy-proof rules that
skew the power of voters in favor of those who are informed, although unin-
formed voters can still in�uence the social outcome. In most of the paper,
we consider that some agents will always be informed, the rest will never be,
and the designer will know a priori which agents are informed. But we also
brie�y discuss the case where the identity of informed agents is unknown to
the designer.
Unlike most of the papers that we shall survey below, we work in a de-

terministic setting that does not require the use of Bayesian games. This is
the result of several modeling decisions that allow us to isolate the choice
of voting rules as our unique objective, and to avoid other related issues.
Here are some basic assumptions we make. First, we concentrate on hard
information. This is a natural requirement, given our premise that knowing
more is always desirable, and it avoids issues regarding whom to trust, and
to what extent, that would arise if facts were debatable. Second, we restrict
attention to mechanisms that use strategy-proof rules in the second stage.
This eliminates the need to model agents�guesses about the strategic voting
behavior of others. And we analyze situations where, once a state of nature
is realized, the agents involved have full information. There is still room in
our model for informed agents to form expectations about the reaction of
uninformed ones when they receive information, and when they do not, but
as the reader will see they are modeled in a deterministic manner.
The issue of information disclosure has received the attention of many
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authors in many di¤erent economic settings, with applications to general
and also to speci�c contexts (see for instance, Butters (1977) on advertising,
Grossman (1981), Milgrom (1981), and Milgrom & Roberts (1986) for more
general settings, or for more recent literature on mechanism design with ev-
idence (Bull and Watson (2004, 2007) and Kartik and Tercieux (2012)). A
leading application where these issues become highly prominent is the study
of voting rules. Since the literature at large is too vast to cover all relevant
references beyond those that we have already mentioned, in what follows we
concentrate our comments to those papers dealing with issues of information
disclosure in voting, and try to emphasize the di¤erences between our ap-
proach and that of preceding works. A natural starting point is to enrich the
context of Condorcet�s jury theorem, where agents with common preferences
must pool their private information through voting, by allowing some form
of communication prior to the decision stage. Austen-Smith and Feddersen
(2005, 2006) modeled communication among agents as cheap talk, building
on previous works that already emphasized the fact that agents would not al-
ways behave straightforwardly, as assumed by Condorcet (see Austen-Smith
and Banks (1996) and Feddersen and Pesendorfer (1998)). In all these papers,
social decisions involve the choice between only two alternatives and concen-
trate on simple rules that are the natural ones to consider in that setting. Our
paper considers much wider families of rules, since we are interested in choices
involving possibly many alternatives. Jackson and Tan (2012) build on the
idea that experts (who can be voters or not) may observe private signals
about the relative values of alternatives and decide whether or not to reveal
them. Unlike in the previous papers, but like in ours, they assume that in-
formation is hard: agents cannot lie, but only conceal information. However,
their analysis is again restricted to the case of binary decisions. Bhattarharya
(2013) studies the robustness of the Condorcet jury theorem to relaxations of
the assumption that all voters share the same goal, thus allowing the prefer-
ences of di¤erent agents not to be a¤ected in the same manner, even if they
all get the same information. This heterogeneity of responses to information
is part of our model. But again, his paper concentrates on the case with two
alternatives. Another general model of communication and disclosure is Ha-
genbach, Koesler and Pérez-Richet (2014). These authors consider Bayesian
games augmented by a pre-play communication phase in which players can
make announcements. When applied to voting games, they characterize con-
ditions under which a fully revealing equilibrium will prevail, under, again,
the assumption that the choice involves two alternatives only. Other papers
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consider speci�c voting situations that are in some ways similar and in other
di¤erent than ours. Guo (2013) studies individual incentives to disclose hard
information in the context of three-person committee voting. Esö, Hansen
and White (2014) consider vote trading as a way to in�uence the outcome of
corporate decisions where there is an exogenously determined "correct" way
to vote, and voters may or may not be informed about the consequences for
them of following that prescription. Ali and Bohrenz (2014) analyze a com-
mittee�s decision to end its search for information when its members observe
private signals about the current alternatives and may have heterogeneous
search costs. Goertz and Maniquet (2013) investigate whether plurality rule
aggregates information e¢ ciently in large elections with multiple alterna-
tives, when voters have common, state-dependent preferences and imprecise
information about the state of nature. Gräuner and Kiel (2004) analyze
collective decision problems where agent�s preferences are correlated but not
identical, each agent holds private information about her own bliss point, and
this information also a¤ects the bliss points of others. Rosar (2012) studies
collective decisions when agents have one-dimensional interdependent prefer-
ences, a utilitarian planner must choose the reports through which they can
communicate, and decide whether the median or the average report should be
implemented. Each of the works we reference shares some feature with ours:
they study mechanisms from the point of view of information disclosure, they
involve voting by committees, they allow for some agents to be di¤erentially
informed. But each one is also di¤erent than ours in at least one way: they
do not concentrate on strategy-proof rules, need not share the notion that
information is hard, are restricted to study very speci�c rules, or introduce
forms of uncertainty that require the use of tools that we don�t need. And,
�nally, unlike in most works à la Condorcet, and in most of the models we
just surveyed, we do not restrict our analysis to the two-alternative case, but
are able to study rules to choose among many alternatives.
The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we present the model and

our general question. In Section 3 we start by analyzing the simplest setting
when informed agents may either fully disclose their private information or to
hide it and therefore their action space at the disclosure stage is binary. We
provide a su¢ cient condition for information disclosure and we discuss under
which conditions it is necessary. Then we look at one application of this
binary setting, when agents are restricted to have single-peaked preferences.
In Section 4 we generalize our approach, allowing for partial information
disclosure, and show that the condition provided in Section 3 still holds in
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this more general case. This section also contains an application within this
setting where partial disclosure is possible, to the case where alternatives are
multidimensional and agents�preferences are separable. Section 5 discusses
which voting rules provide more incentives to disclose information when the
mechanism designer does not observe who are the informed voters. All proofs
are in the Appendix.

2 The model and our general question

A �nite set N = f1; :::; ng of agents must choose one alternative from a set
X, that contains at least two alternatives, which may be �nite or in�nite.
Some of the agents have hard information about the alternatives, which they
privately own. This information, or parts of it, may be relevant to shape the
preferences of other, initially uninformed agents, should these get to know
it. We consider two-stage collective decision processes. In the �rst one, the
disclosure stage, informed agents simultaneously decide whether to disclose
what they know about the alternatives, or not to. In the second, the decision
stage, all agents vote to determine what alternative will be chosen.
In order to identify the precise role of voting rules over disclosure de-

cisions, we make a number of modeling decisions that we now spell out in
order.
We assume that the set of agents that are informed is �xed and known

in advance by the designer and by the voters.1

Let I � N denote the set of informed agents and U the set of uninformed
agents, with I [ U = N . Without loss of generality let U = f1; :::; lg and
I = fl + 1; :::; ng : At the �rst stage of the process, informed agents may or
may not disclose to initially uninformed ones the information they have. We
assume, to begin with, that each of the informed agents can only choose one
of two actions: either to disclose to all agents all they know, action ai = 1;
or not to disclose any piece of information, action ai = 0.2 Let A be the set
of vectors of actions in f0; 1gn�l that may be played by the informed agents
in the disclosure stage. Let a0 = (0; :::; 0) denote the vector of actions where

1This is the case for instance for Congressional committees in the US, that are designed
to gather and evaluate information, Krishna and Morgan (2001) study which legislative
rules, among open, closed, and modi�ed ones, provide a committee more incentives to
acquire and transmit relevant information.

2This assumption of binarity of actions will be relaxed later on, in Section 4.
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no agent has disclosed any information.
Informed and uninformed agents have preferences over alternatives, in

the form of complete, transitive, re�exive binary relations. As customary,
we denote by Ri 2 R the preferences of agent i and by Pi the associated
strict preference relation, where R is the set of all possible preferences on
X: We shall consider situations where the admissible preferences of agents
are restricted to belong to some subset D � R; called a domain. Admissi-
ble preference pro�les will be n � tuples (R1; :::; Rn) 2 Dn: We restrict our
attention to preference domains D where each Ri 2 D has a unique best
alternative B(Ri):
The preferences of all informed agents I are based on a commonly shared

full knowledge of the nature of alternatives, and stay the same whether or
not any information is disclosed: but even if all informed agents share the
same information, their preferences may di¤er. We denote by RI 2 Dn�l
the subpro�le of preferences held by informed agents. As for agents who
are initially uninformed, we assume that their preferences at decision time
depend on the disclosure actions taken by the informed agents in the �rst
stage of the process. We model the impact of such actions through a reaction
function g : A ! Rl; associating to each action pro�le a 2 A; a preference
pro�le RU 2 Rl. We focus on the case of public disclosure of hard facts,
meaning that it su¢ ces that one agent discloses what she knows for that to
be learnt and believed by everyone. In this initial case of binary messages
we can write g : fa0; Ana0g ! Dl to stress that the function g associates
the same outcome to any vector other than a0; and at most two di¤erent
subpro�les of preferences are obtained for initially uninformed voters. We
call every a 6= a0; in which at least one informed agent i has played ai = 1;
a fully informative action pro�le and we denote g(a) � Rg;fullU : Notice that
we have required that, for a given family D of admissible preferences and set
A of action pro�les of the informed agents, the image of g be some subset of
Dl. This is a restriction that we stress by saying that g is a D � admissible
reaction function.
Informed agents have complete information: each informed agent observes

the preferences of other informed agents as also the preferences of initially
uninformed agents, both in case information is disclosed and in case is not,
and therefore she knows the reaction function g that describes the e¤ect
of information disclosure on uninformed agents�preferences. However, we
keep the standard assumption in implementation theory that agents and the
designer act at di¤erent points in time and are endowed with di¤erent infor-
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mation. The designer must propose one voting rule without knowing which
of the many circumstances that he may envisage as possible will eventually
arise. Speci�cally, he just knows the domain D of possible preferences for
informed agents, and the family H(D) of functions according to which unin-
formed agents may react when information is disclosed, and when it is not.
The triple (I;D;H(D)) specifying what the designer knows, is called the in-
formation structure of the problem. Sometimes, we�ll make the additional
assumption that the setH(D) contains enough reaction functions to span the
full preference domain D. This is the assumption of completeness expressed
in our next de�nition.

De�nition 1 A family H(D) of D � admissible reaction functions is com-
plete if for every pair R;R0 2 Dl there exists g 2 H(D) such that g(a0) = R
and g(a) = R0 for all a 6= a0.

We denote by HC(D) a complete family of D� admissible reaction func-
tions. Notice that our reaction functions determine the preference changes
associated to every disclosure decision in a deterministic manner. Hence, we
eliminate any uncertainty from the second stage of our game, and can simply
leave open the choice of the deterministic rule to be used in aggregating the
declared preferences.

De�nition 2 A voting rule ( on Dn) is a function f : Dn ! X; mapping
each preference pro�le reported by agents to one alternative.

As already stated in the introduction, we�ll concentrate on the choice
of voting rules that satisfy the normatively attractive condition of strategy-
proofness, in addition to inducing information disclosure.

De�nition 3 Given a voting rule f : Rn ! X; we say that agent i 2 N can
manipulate at pro�le R 2 Rn via R0i, if f(R�i; R

0
i))Pif(R�i; Ri): A voting

rule f : Rn ! X is strategy-proof if no agent can manipulate f at any pro�le
R 2 R:

We shall also assume that agents operating under these rules are partially
honest, in the following sense (Dutta and Sen 2011): if truthfully reporting
their preferences is a dominant strategy, then agents declare their true pref-
erences.
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Our interest in rules satisfying these properties is normative, but admit-
tedly also pragmatic. Indeed, they allow us to eliminate strategic behavior
from the second stage of the mechanism, and thus concentrate all attention
on the only strategic consideration left, that of information disclosure, which
is our focus of interest.
To complete a list of conditions that voting rules may or may not satisfy,

we add here some further de�nitions that will be useful to qualify our �ndings.

De�nition 4 A voting rule f : Rn ! X satis�es voter sovereignty if for
each x 2 X there exists R 2 Rn such that f(R) = x:

Voter sovereignty is necessary for but milder than e¢ ciency, the other
relevant property that we may want sometimes to impose on a voting rule.

De�nition 5 An alternative x 2 X is Pareto undominated if there is no
other alternative y 6= x such that yRix for all i 2 N and yPjx for some
j 2 N: A voting rule f : Rn ! X is Pareto e¢ cient (or simply e¢ cient) if
it selects a Pareto undominated alternative at any pro�le R 2 Rn:

Finally, we de�ne anonymity. A voting rule is anonymous if the names of
agents are immaterial in deriving social choices.

De�nition 6 A voting rule f : Rn ! X is anonymous if for all R; R̂ 2 Rn,
f(R) = f(R̂) whenever R is a permutation of R̂.

Having spelled out our assumptions regarding the voting rule, we can now
go back to model the strategic decisions regarding information disclosure
as a one stage simultaneous move game � � (I; RI ; A; f (RI ; g(�))). The
consequences of each action pro�le a on voter�s preferences gets translated
into a single chosen alternative, x = f(RI ; g(a)), the one chosen by the
strategy-proof voting rule f when the preferences of uninformed agents are
g(a) and informed agents�preferences are RI . Observe that, even if the only
active players of the game are the informed voters, the uninformed still play
an important role in de�ning the overall problem of the designer, since the
function g re�ects their preferences�reaction to information and the function
f also depends on their preferences.
We are now ready for our main de�nitions. Fix a set of informed agents

I; a set of action pro�les A; and a reaction function g:
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De�nition 7 A strategy-proof voting rule f : Dn ! X is information ma-
nipulable at (RI ; g(a)) 2 R if there exists an informed agent i 2 I and an
action a0i 6= ai such that

f(RI ; g(a
0
i; a�i))Pif(RI ; g(a)):

De�nition 8 Under information structure (I;D;H(D)); a strategy-proof vot-
ing rule f ensures information disclosure, if for all RI 2 Dn�l, and all
g 2 H(D), (i) there exists a fully informative action pro�le a such that
f is not information manipulable at (RI ; g(a)); and (ii) for all a 2 A;
f(RI ; g(a)) 6= f(RI ; R

g;full
U ) implies that f is information manipulable at

(RI ; g(a)):

Notice that the action pro�le a is a Nash equilibrium of the simultaneous
move game � if and only if f is not information manipulable at (RI ; g(a)):
Hence, a strategy-proof voting rule f ensures information disclosure if and
only if for all g 2 H(A;D) and for all RI 2 Dn�l any Nash equilibrium
outcome f(RI ; g(a)) is the outcome of the voting rule at the preference pro�le
(RI ; R

g;full
U ) in which all agents are informed.

3 A �rst set of results and applications

In this section we propose a property of voting rules that is su¢ cient to
ensure information disclosure and then we show it to also be necessary when
the set of admissible reaction functions is complete.

De�nition 9 A voting rule f : Dn!X attributes coalitional veto power to
a set M � N , if the following two conditions hold
(i) for all R 2 Dn; if B(Ri) = x for all i 2M; then f(R) = x;
(ii) for all pairs R;R0 2 Dn with Ri = R0i for all i 2M; either f(R) = f(R0)
or there is a pair i; j 2M such that f(R0)Pif(R) and f(R)Pjf(R0),

Notice that a voting rule attributes coalitional veto power to a set M �
fig if and only if f is dictatorial and agent i is the dictator.3

3A voting rule f is de�ned dictatorial if; there exists i 2 N such that for all R 2 Dn;
f(R) is the preferred alternative by agent i in the range of f:
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Proposition 1 Under any information structure (I;D;H(D)); a strategy-
proof voting rule f : Dn ! X that satis�es voter sovereignty ensures infor-
mation disclosure if it attributes coalitional veto power to the set of informed
voters I:

Proof. See the Appendix.
Coalitional veto power is su¢ cient to ensure information disclosure for any

preference domain D and any arbitrary family of reaction functions H(D):
If, in addition, the family H(D) is complete, then it is also necessary.

Proposition 2 Under an information structure (I;D;HC(D)); a strategy-
proof voting rule f : Dn ! X that satis�es voter sovereignty ensures in-
formation disclosure only if it attributes coalitional veto power to the set of
informed voters I:

Proof. See the Appendix.
The previous results have a nice interpretation. A trivial way to solve the

tension between information disclosure and preference aggregation is to make
the former irrelevant by attributing all decision power to some or all of the
informed voters.4 Our characterization results establish how far we can go
in the direction of allowing uninformed voters to have some in�uence on the
social outcome while keeping the incentives for the informed voters to disclose
what they know. As we shall see later there will be cases where the power can
be equally distributed between informed and uninformed voters, and others
where those who are informed will have to be given a more prominent role.

A �rst application

As an interesting application of the previous result, we now characterize
the family of strategy-proof voting rules that ensure information disclosure
in the domain of single-peaked preferences. To do that, we need a few def-
initions. Consider a set X of ordered alternatives, which may be identi�ed
with an interval in the real line, or with a �nite integer interval [a; b]. For
each i 2 N; Ri is single-peaked over X if there exists a unique B(Ri) 2 X
(agent i0s peak), and xPiy for all x; y 2 X such that y < x � B(Ri) or

4It is well known that when the set of admissible preferences is the universal domain
only dictatorial voting rules are strategy-proof and e¢ cient. A simple consequence is that
under an information structure (I;P;HC(P )); an e¢ cient and strategy-proof voting rule
f : Pn ! X ensures information disclosure if and only if it is a dictatorial rule and the
dictator is an informed agent.
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B(Ri) � x > y. Let D̂ denote the set of all single-peaked preferences over
X. In the single-peaked preferences domain the class of strategy-proof vot-
ing rules coincides with the class of generalized median voter rules (Moulin
1980).
Before providing formal de�nitions, let us describe informally how gener-

alized median voter rules work. Let us �rst consider the case when we must
choose among two alternatives only, identi�ed by 0 and 1. Ask agents what is
their best alternative. Then, a given rule would be to choose 1 unless there is
"enough" support for 0, in which case this lower value will be selected. What
do we mean by �enough support�? We could establish the list of coalitions
that will get 0 if all their members prefer it to 1; and it is natural to require
that, if a coalition can enforce 0, then its supersets are also able to. Such a
family of �winning�coalitions will fully describe the rule. We can now extend
this same idea to cases where we must select an alternative among a set X
of ordered alternatives. Let each voter declare her best value. Now, we can
start by asking whether value x should be chosen. If �enough�people have
voted for values at least as high as x, but not "enough" of them have voted for
values below x, then x is chosen. To determine what we mean by �enough�,
we associate a list of coalitions C 2 2N to each possible alternative x, and
consider that support by any of these coalitions is "enough". In order to
guarantee that the rules so described do satisfy strategy-proofness and voter
sovereignty, we require from them that 1) if a coalition is �strong enough�to
support an outcome, its supersets are too; 2) if a coalition is �strong enough�
to support the choice of a given value, it is also �strong enough�to support
any higher value; and 3) any coalition is �strong enough�to guarantee that
the choice will not exceed the maximum value in X, if that exists.
In particular we can generate anonymous generalized median voter rules

by requiring that if a coalition is strong enough for a given alternative, all
other coalitions of the same size are also strong enough.
We now provide the formal de�nitions.

De�nition 10 A left coalition system on X = [a; b] is a correspondence C
assigning to every x 2 X a non-empty collection of non-empty coalitions
C(x), satisfying the following requirements:
1. if c 2 C(x) and c � c0; then c0 2 C(x);
2. if x0 > x and c 2 C(x) then c 2 C(x0); and
3. C(b) = 2N .
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De�nition 11 A left coalition system C on X is anonymous if for all x 2 X
and for all c; c0 2 C with jc0j = jcj ; c 2 C(x), c0 2 C(x).

De�nition 12 Given a left coalition system C on X; its associated general-
ized median voter rule f : D̂n ! X is de�ned so that, for all pro�les R;

f(R) = x i¤ fijB(Ri) � xg 2 C(x)

and
fijB(Ri) � yg =2 C(y) for all y < x:

Proposition 3 (Moulin 1980) A voting rule on pro�les of single-peaked pref-
erences over a set X is strategy-proof and satis�es voters�sovereignty if and
only if it is a generalized median voter rule.

We �rst present an example of a generalized median voter rule that, as
we shall see, ensures information disclosure. Let BminI (BmaxI ) denote the
minimum (maximum) peak among informed agents�peaks.

Example 1 Suppose n is odd, jIj < n+1
2
and X = [0; 1]: Let xmed(R) denote

the median alternative when agents�preference pro�le is R: For all R 2 D̂;
the voting rule selects

f(R) =

8<:
xmed(R) if BminI (R) � xmed � BminI (R)

BmaxI (R) if xmed > BmaxI (R)
BminI (R) if xmed < BminI (R):

This rule is de�ned by the following left coalition system: for all x 2 X; i)
I 2 C(x); and ii) for all c 6= I; c 2 C(x) only if there exists i 2 I \ c and
jcj � n+1

2
:

Informally, the rule chooses the median of the best alternatives of all
voters as long as it lays between the min and the max of the peaks of agents
in I: Otherwise, it chooses one of the these two peaks, the one closer to the
median.
To see that this rule ensures information disclosure, notice that when all

informed agents have the same best alternative, then this is chosen by the
rule, as required by (i) in the De�nition 9. Also observe that for any pair of
pro�les under which the rule selects di¤erent outcomes, they will both fall
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between the maximum and the minimum peak of the informed agents, hence
by single-peakdness there will exist two informed agents who have opposite
views regarding these two outcomes, as required by (ii) in the De�nition 9.
Our second example describes a generalized median voter rule that fails

to ensure information disclosure.

Example 2 Let N = f1; 2; 3g and I = f1g : Three agents must decide
whether to locate a public facility in one of three alternative locations X =
fy; w; zg with y < w < z and only agent 1 is an informed agent. Consider
a family H(D̂) of reaction functions such that for all g 2 H(D̂) and for all
a1 2 fa01; a11g ; either g(a1) = RU or g(a1) = R0U , with wRiyRiz;and zR0iwR0iy
for both i 2 f2; 3g. Consider the voting rule f that selects the median among
the reported preferred locations by the agents.5 This function does not ensure
information disclosure, because there exists a preference pro�le R such that
B(R1) = w and a reaction function g 2 H(D̂) such that g(a01) = (R2; R3)
and g(a11) = (R

0
2; R

0
3): In the induced simultaneous move game �; a

0
1 is a NE

and f(R1; g(a01)) = w 6= f(R1; R
g;full
2 ; Rg;full3 )) = z:

The median rule in the above example fails to satisfy coalitional veto
power, because it does not select at every pro�le the best alternative of the
informed agent.
The following result characterizes the rules that ensure full disclosure

under our informational restrictions, when preferences of agents are single-
peaked, and have the previous examples as special cases.

Proposition 4 Under information structure (I; D̂;HC(D̂)); a voting rule f :
D̂n ! X is strategy-proof, satis�es voter sovereignty and ensures information
disclosure if and only if it is a generalized median voter scheme with an
associated coalition system such that for each alternative x; (i) there exists
c 2 C(x) such that c � I; and (ii) for all c 2 C(x); c \ I 6= ?:

Remark 1 A generalized median voter rule that satis�es the above require-
ments at every pro�le R 2 D̂n selects an alternative which is in between the
minimum and maximum peak of the informed voters.

Proof. see the Appendix.
5This rule is associated to the following left coalition system: for all x 2 X; c 2 C(x)

if and only if jcj � 2:
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The class of voting rules characterized in Proposition 4 is large. It will
contain anonymous rules only when at least half of the voters are informed.
One such rule will be the one that selects the median peak of the agents.
However, when the number of informed agents is smaller, the special

treatment that coalition veto power reserves to informed agents, is incom-
patible with anonymity. In fact if jIj < n+1

2
condition (i) of Proposition 4

requires that for each x 2 X there exists c 2 Cx such that c � I, therefore
jcj � n+1

2
: Anonymity imposes that all coalitions c0 with jc0j = jcj belong to

Cx and therefore condition (ii) of Proposition 4 is not compatible with the
property of anonymity and condition (i).

4 Extending the set of messages

In the preceding sections we have limited attention to the binary information
case, where informed agents either reveal all or none of the facts they know.
In this section we show that the results described in Propositions 1 and 2
can be immediately generalized to a setting where informed agents may also
disclose partial information. Let � be a family of objects to be interpreted
as elementary pieces of hard information. The hard information available to
informed agents in a given environment, will be given by S 2 2�:6 Available
actions for each informed agent i 2 I, will be subsets ai 2 2S. We will denote
by A(S) the family of (n � l) tuples of messages a = a1; :::an�l 2

�
2S
�n�l

that may be used at the disclosure stage.7 For each a;
S
i2I
ai � T a is the total

amount of information disclosed by the informed agents. We assume that
the reaction functions of uninformed agents only depend on the total amount
of information disclosed and not on the agent who provides each piece of it.

Assumption A1. For all a; a0 2 A(S) such that T a = T a0 ; g(a) = g(a0):
Let a0 �

S
i2I
a0i = ? and let a1 stand for any action pro�le such thatS

i2I
ai � S: Notice that a fully informative action pro�le a1 can be obtained

when at least a single agent fully discloses the information, or when the

6The assumption that information is hard implies that the set S only contains pieces
of information that are not contradictory with each other.

7To simplify notation we only specify the set S of available information when it is
necessary.
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combination of the pieces of partial information disclosed by more than one
agent is fully informative.

De�nition 13 We say that a pro�le of actions a 2 A is fully informative if
T a = S; uninformative if T a = ?; and (partially) informative otherwise.

Notice that Proposition 1 is general and not restricted to the binary case,
even if we presented it when discussing that simple case. The proof we
provide in the Appendix is general. Also Proposition 2 still holds, but we
need to modify the de�nition of a complete family of reaction functions, that
was given for the binary case, to encompass the general case.8

De�nition 14 A family H(D) of D�admissible reaction functions is com-
plete if for every triple R;R0; R00 2 Dl there exists g 2 H(D) such that
g(a0) = R; g(a1) = R00 and g(a) = R0 for all a 6= a0; a1:

A second application

We o¤er now an application of our general result to a context in which
the dichotomy between no information and full information is clearly too
coarse and it seems natural to allow informed agents to partial disclose pri-
vate information. This application refers to a voting context introduced by
Barberà Sonnenschein and Zhou (1993). Under appropriate separability re-
strictions on preferences, nice classes of strategy-proof rules exist for that
context, and our problem is well de�ned there. Yet, as we shall see, some
additional quali�cations regarding the information structure will be added.
Therefore our analysis also points at the need to study each environment
with special reference to its singularities.
We consider the problem faced by the members of a club who must select

which new candidates to admit. Let N denote the set of voting members,
and X the set of candidates with jXj = k � 3. We assume that there are
no constraints on the number of candidates that may be elected. Hence,
alternatives are subsets of candidates, denoted by T . Let P denote the set of
all strict preferences (asymmetric orderings) on 2X , and Pi (belonging to P)
stands for voter i�s preferences. Given a preference relation Pi and a class of
subsets of X, �, argmax(Pi;�) denotes the best element in � according to

8Notice that both de�nitions coincide when we restrict to the binary case, Ai =
�
a0; a1

	
for all i 2 I. Hence, we keep the same name for the newly de�ned, extended notion.
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Pi. In particular, let B(Pi) = argmax(Pi; 2X):9 A voting rule in this context
is a function f : Pn ! 2X . The following de�nition will help us describe a
family of voting rules in terms of the power they attribute to coalitions.

De�nition 15 A committee (or a monotonic simple game) is a pair C =
(N;W), where N = f1; :::; ng is the set of voters, W is a nonempty set of
nonempty coalitions of N , such that M 2 W and M 0 �M implies M 0 2 W :

Coalitions in W are called winning. M 2 W is a minimal winning coali-
tion if and only if M 0 (M implies M 0 =2 W.

De�nition 16 A voting rule f : Pn ! 2X is based on voting by committees,
if for each candidate x, there exists a committee Cx = (N;Wx) such that: for
all preference pro�les P 2 Pn; x 2 f(P ) if and only if fijx 2 B(Pi)g 2 Wx:

One nice feature of methods based on voting by committees is that they
only depend on the subset of X that is ranked higher by each voter. Barberà,
Sonnenschein and Zhou (1991) show that voting by committees satis�es de-
sirable properties when agents have separable preferences, de�ned as follows.
Let G(Pi) = fx 2 XjfxgPi?g denote the set of good candidates for agent
i; and Gc(Pi) its complement. Separability means that once agents parti-
tion the set of candidates in the two sets of desirable (good) candidates and
undesirable ones, their preference relations satisfy the following condition.

De�nition 17 A preference relation Pi is separable if for all T 2 X and all
x =2 T , T [ fxgPiT if and only if x 2 G(Pi). The family of all separable
preferences is denoted by ~P :

ClearlyG(Pi) = B(Pi) under separability:We already de�ned non-manipulability
and the same de�nition applies in this setting.

Proposition 5 (Barberà et al. (1991)) A voting rule f : ~Pn ! 2X is
strategy-proof on ~Pn and satis�es voter sovereignty if and only if it is based
on voting by committees.

9Since sets can be identi�ed with their characteristic functions, the model can be rein-
terpreted as one where agents choose among any kind of alternatives identi�ed by 0 � 1
vectors of characteristics. Geometrically, the alternatives can be seen as the vertices of a
k-dimensional hypercube.
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Notice that, in order to accommodate the speci�c characteristics of our
problem, and to obtain a characterization based on the incentives to disclose,
we must be careful to avoid some potential con�icts between properties that
one could �nd interesting to impose here. In particular, here is an example
of a strategy-proof voting rule that may not induce disclosure, in the absence
of additional quali�cations.

Example 3 Let N = f1; 2; 3g ; I = f1; 2g and X = fy; w; zg : Let f be based
on voting by quota two: that is, an alternative is selected if and only if at
least two agents report that it is good. Suppose that voter 1�s preferences
P1 2 ~P are such that G(P1) = fw; zg, voter 2�s preferences P2 2 ~P are
such that G(P2) = fy; zg ; and for both i 2 f1; 2g fzgPi fy; w; zg : Consider
the following ~P � admissible reaction function g such that g(a0) = P 003 with
G(P 003 ) = fzg and g(a) = P 03 with G(P 03) = fy; w; zg for all a 6= a0. If agent
3 remains uninformed she only likes alternative z; otherwise, if any of the
two informed voters i = 1; 2 partially or fully discloses information, then she
likes all three alternatives. It is easy to check that f(P�3; g(a0)) = fzg and
f(P�3; g(a)) = fy; w; zg for all a 6= a0; and therefore informed agents have
incentives to keep silent and there is a Nash equilibrium a� of the game such
that a� = a0:

What happens in this example is that the impact of information on the
preferences of the initially uninformed agent jointly a¤ects the valuation of
several candidates, and thus one cannot �nd meaning for the idea of partially
informing about candidates one by one, nor to the further property that
such pieces of information should not interfere with one another. This is in
contrast with our notion of separable preferences, which allows each one of
them to be considered good or bad independently of agent�s opinion about
other candidates. And yet, the reaction function g we have used complies
with the requirements we have assumed till now.
To �nd a formulation that �ts the world of separable preferences, we

identify the messages of an informed agent i with the set of candidates about
whom he will reveal the hard fact he knows.
Formally for each i 2 N; let Ai = 2X ; meaning that each informed agent

is allowed to disclose information about any set M � X of candidates.10 Let
D(a) �

S
i2N

ai denote the set of candidates about which information has been

10We implicitly assume that choices in Ai by di¤erent agent will be restricted to reveal
the same information, if they inform about the same candidate.
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disclosed when the action pro�le a has been played at the disclosure game.
Therefore D(a0) = ? and D(a1) = X. And we focus attention on reaction
functions that satisfy the following property.

De�nition 18 A reaction function g : A ! Rl is separable if (i) it is a
~P � admissible reaction function; and (ii) for each a 2 A, and for each
x 2 X; such that x 2 D(a); x 2 G(g(a)) if and only if x 2 G(g(a1)) and for
each y =2 D(a); y 2 G(g(a)) if and only if y 2 G(g(a0)):

Let Hsep( ~P) denote a family of separable reaction functions. Separability
of the reaction functions requires that the consequences on preferences of
initially uninformed agents over the information disclosed about a candidate
does not a¤ect their preferences over the candidates about whom information
has not been disclosed, nor they are a¤ected by what additional information
may or may not be provided about other candidates. Therefore if a candidate
x is reputed good by an initially informed agent j 2 U at g(a1); i.e. when
information about all candidates has been disclosed, then it is also reputed
a good candidate at any pro�le g(a) with x 2 D(a): And similarly if a
candidate is reputed good at g(a0); that is when no information has been
disclosed, then it is reputed good at any pro�le such that no information has
been disclosed.
It is easy to realize that a family Hsep( ~P) of separable reaction functions

cannot be complete(i.e., satisfy De�nition 14), because separability imposes
some constraints on how partial information a¤ects uninformed voters�pref-
erences. But we can de�ne a milder condition, satis�ed by a family of sep-
arable reaction functions, that is equivalent to that of a complete family in
the binary case.

De�nition 19 A family H( ~P) of separable reaction functions is rich if for
every pair R;R0 2 ~P l there exists g 2 H( ~P)) such that g(a0) = R and
g(a1) = R0.

We denote by HR
sep( ~P) a rich family of separable reaction functions.

The following theorem characterizes the set of strategy-proof rules that
satisfy voter sovereignty and ensure information disclosure for a rich family
of separable reaction functions.

Proposition 6 Under an information structure (I; ~P ;HR
sep(

~P)); a voting
rule f : ~Pn ! X is strategy-proof, satis�es voter sovereignty and ensures
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information disclosure, if and only if it is voting by committees and for each
x 2 X; a) there exists Tx � I such that Tx 2 Wx; and b) for each M 2 Wx,
M \ I 6= ?:

Proof. See the Appendix.
Notice that the rule in Example 4 satis�es the condition of Proposition

6 since for all x 2 X; i) I 2 Wx; ii) M 2 Wx implies that there exists
i 2 I \M: However, the reaction function g is not separable, Notice also that
for all i 2 I; fzgPi fy; w; zg, and f(P�3; P 03) = fzg 6= fy; w; zg = f(P�3; P 003 )
therefore condition (ii) in De�nition 9 and consequently Proposition 1 is
violated.

5 Societies with dispersed information

Up to now we have assumed that the mechanism designer knows who are the
initially informed agents. In this section we want to extend our analysis to
provide some hints for the case in which the designer cannot observe who are
the set of informed voters.
To simplify matters, we consider again the simple binary case where in-

formed agents can either disclose all they know (ai = 1), or no information
at all (ai = 0).
Here, nature draws the set of voters I � N that will be informed, out

of a family W of nonempty coalitions of N , interpreted as the sets of agents
who may eventually become informed. For each set I of informed voters we
denote AI the set of pro�les of action that informed agents can play. The
designer knows W, but must choose the mechanism before nature�s choice,
and seek to promote information disclosure. In that context, we�ll �rst show
that it is impossible to achieve this objective at large, along with that of
strategy-proofness. Then, we shall argue that simple majority stands out
as the strategy-proof method that provides the maximal chances to induce
disclosure when preferences are single-peaked or separable.

De�nition 20 Under information structure (W ;Dn;H(D)); a strategy-proof
voting rule f ensures strong information disclosure with respect to W ,
if for all M 2 W ; for all RM 2 DjM j, and all g : AM ! Rn�jM j 2 H(D), (i)
there exists a fully informative action pro�le a such that f is not information
manipulable at (RI ; g(a)); and (ii) for all a 2 A; f(RI ; g(a)) 6= f(RI ; Rg;fullU )
implies that f is information manipulable at (RI ; g(a))
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The following proposition follows as an immediate corollary of Proposition
2.

Corollary 1 Under information structure (2N ;Dn;HC(D)) no strategy-proof
voting rule that satis�es voter sovereignty ensures strong information dis-
closure.

This impossibility result also holds if there are only two alternatives to
be chosen. Suppose for simplicity that X = fa; bg : By strategy-proofness
and voter sovereignty if B(Pi) = q for all i 2 N; then f(P ) = q for both
q 2 fa; bg : So both a and b are in the range of f . Now consider a preference
pro�le P 0 such that for some arbitraryM 2 2N with n > jM j > 1; B(P 0i ) = a
for all i 2M; and B(Pj) = b for all j 2 NnM: By Proposition 2 when I =M
then f(P 0) = a while when I = NnM; f(P 0) = b:
Given the previous impossibility result, we propose a criterion to evaluate

whether a voting rule provides better incentives to disclose information than
another one, when the designer cannot observe who are the informed agents.

De�nition 21 Under the information structure (W ;Dn;H(D)); the strategy-
proof voting rule f ensures better information disclosure than the voting
rule f 0, if (i) for any M 2 W such that f 0 ensures information disclosure
when M is the set of informed voters, then f also ensures it and (ii) there
is some T 2 W such that f ensures information disclosure when T is the set
of informed voters, while f 0 does not.

The previous de�nition provides a partial ordering over voting rules with
respect to the incentives they provide to disclose information.
Although in many cases two voting rules cannot be compared in terms of

information disclosure, this partial ordering turns out to be powerful enough
to univocally identify a voting rule which provides the maximal incentives
to disclose in several relevant settings. In particular this is true when we
restrict attention to anonymous strategy-proof voting rules. This is quite a
natural restriction when each agent has the same ex-ante chances to become
informed, and the designer has no reason to provide coalitional veto power
to a speci�c set of agents.
The next proposition shows the very special role of the simple median

when preferences are single-peaked.
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Proposition 7 Under information structure (2N ; D̂;HC(D̂)); the median voter
rule ensures better information disclosure than any other anonymous, e¢ -
cient, and strategy-proof voting rule.

Proof. See the Appendix.
A similar result can be proved for the case of separable preferences, when

we restrict attention to the same setting as in Section 4. Barberà, Sonnen-
schein and Zhou (1991) prove that a strategy-proof voting rule is anonymous
and satis�es voter sovereignty, if and only if for each x 2 X there is a quota
qx such that a candidate is selected if and only if there are qx voters for whom
x is a good candidate. A voting by quota rule f q is a rule with the same
quota q for each alternative.

Proposition 8 Under the information structure (2N ; ~P ;HR
sep(

~P)); the voting
by quota rule f q with q = n+1

2
ensures better information disclosure than any

other anonymous, strategy-proof voting rule that satis�es voter sovereignty.

Proof. See the Appendix.

6 Conclusions

We have identi�ed conditions under which a mechanism designer could induce
information disclosure through an appropriate choice of voting rules which, in
addition, may be required to be strategy-proof. There will be environments
where the only solutions to our problem of design are trivial and undesirable,
leading to the award of all power to a single agent or to an oligarchy. But
in many other cases of interest one can �nd ways to induce information
disclosure while giving a say to all voters, whether they are informed at the
outset or not. And even if it is true in very broad terms that informed voters
must be given some additional power than uninformed ones, this di¤erence
may vanish as the relative size of the informed increases. This suggests that
any policies that increase the information level of the population will favor
the task of designers who seek transparency. Moreover, these designers will
�nd the simple majority rule to be increasingly e¤ective for their disclosure
purposes, as the proportion of a priori informed citizens gets close to one
half.
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7 Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1. We directly provide a proof for the more general
case presented in Section 4, that also holds in the special case in which each
informed voter has two available actions, to fully disclose all the information
or to not disclose any pieces of it. Let S 2 2� be the information available
to informed agents and A(S) the set of (n � l) tuples of messages sent by
the set of informed voters I. Assume that assumption A1 holds. Suppose f
attributes coalitional veto power to the set I: For any RI 2 Dn�l and g 2
H(D); consider the game � � (I; RI ; A; f(RI ; g(a))):When only one agent is
informed, jIj = fig, then for all a 2 A; f(RI ; g(a)) = f(RI ; Rg;fullU ) = B(Ri);
and information disclosure is guaranteed. If jIj � 2; let �a be the action pro�le
such that �ai = S for all i 2 N: It follows that f(RI ; g(�a)) = f(RI ; R

g;full
U )

and f is not information manipulable at (RI ; g(�a)); then full disclosure is
a Nash equilibrium of the game. To prove that there are no other Nash
equilibria involving partial or no disclosure, let a be a (purported) Nash
equilibrium with T a 6= S; and suppose f(RI ; g(a)) 6= f(RI ; R

g;full
U ): This

inequality cannot hold if all informed agents have the same best alternative,
by condition (i) in the De�nition 9: Therefore, by condition (ii) in De�nition
9, there should be an agent i 2 I for whom f(RI ; Rg;fullU )Pif(RI ; g(a)). Then,
agent i would pro�tably deviate by announcing a0i = S; and since g(a�i; a

0
i) =

Rg;fullU , f is information manipulable at (RI ; g(a)).
Proof of Proposition 2. We directly provide a proof for the more

general case presented in Section 4, using De�nition 14, which collapses to
De�nition 1 for the binary case. If f does not attribute coalitional veto
power to the set I; then either condition (i) or condition (ii);in 9 or both,
are violated. Suppose �rst that condition (i) is violated. Then, 9R̂ 2 D
such that for all i 2 I, B(R̂i) = x but f(R̂) 6= x: Let �RU 2 Dl be such that
for all i 2 U; B( �Ri) = x: Since the family of reaction functions is complete,
there exists g 2 HC(D) such that g(a) = R̂U � Rg;fullU for all a 6= a0; and
g(a0) = �RU . By voter sovereignty and strategy-proofness f( �R) = x. Since for
all i 2 I; B(R̂i) = x strategy-proofness implies that f(R̂I ; �RU) = x: Because
of our choice of the reaction function g; then a0 is a Nash equilibrium of
the game � � (I; R̂I ; A; f(R̂I ; g(�))) since f(R̂I ; g(a0)) = f(R̂I ; �RU) = x =
B(R̂i) for all i 2 I: Since x 6= f(R̂I ; Rg;fullU ); f does not ensure information
disclosure. Suppose now that (ii) is violated because there exists a pair
R;R0 2 D with Ri = R0i for all i 2 I; such that f(R)Pif(R0) for all i 2 I:
Consider a D�admissible reaction function �g 2 HC(D) such that �g(a) = R0U
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for all a 6= a0; and �g(a0) = RU . Notice that by de�nition R
�g;full
U = R0U :

Then a0 is a Nash equilibrium of the game � � (I; RI ; A; f(RI ; �g(a))) and
f(RI ; �g(a

0)) 6= f(RI ; R�g;fullU ):
Proof of Proposition 4 Su¢ ciency. Consider any generalized median

voter rule with a left coalition system C such that for all x 2 X; i) there ex-
ists cx 2 C(x) such that cx � I; and ii) c 2 C(x) only if there exists i 2 I\c.
Consider any R 2 D̂n; such that for all i; j 2 I; B(Ri) = B(Rj) = z: By (i)
there exists cz � I, hence f(R) � z: By (ii) for all x < z; and for all c 2 C(x);
there is i 2 I \ c; and therefore f(R) 6= x: Hence f(R) = z and condition
(i) in 9 is satis�ed. Consider any R 2 D̂n such that there exist i; j 2 I with
B(Ri) 6= B(Rj). Let h 2 I be such that for all j 2 I; B(Rh) � B(Rj) and
let l 2 I be such that for all j 2 I; B(Rl) � B(Rj): By (ii) f(R) � B(Rh)
and by (i) f(R) � B(Rl). Consider now any R0 2 D̂n such that for all j 2 I;
Rj = R

0
j: For the same arguments as above B(Ri) � f(R0) � B(Rl): It fol-

lows that if f(R0) 6= f(R); then there exist i; j 2 I such that f(R0)Pif(R)
and f(R)Pjf(R0):
Necessity. Consider any rule f that is strategy-proof, satis�es voter sovereignty and
ensures information disclosure when I is the set of informed agents. By
strategy-proofness it has to be a generalized median voter rule. By Propo-
sition 2 the voting rule must satisfy coalitional veto power relative to I: Let
C be its associated left coalition system and X = [a; b]: Suppose �rst that
there exists x < b such that for each coalition c 2 C(x); a member of c is an
uninformed agent. Consider R 2 D̂n such that for all i 2 I; B(Ri) = x and
for all j =2 I; B(Rj) = b; by de�nition of 12 f(R) > x;and coalitional veto
power relative to I is violated at pro�le R: Suppose now that there exists
x < b and c 2 C(x) such that I \ c = ?: Consider �R 2 D̂n such that for all
i =2 I; B( �Ri) = x and for all j 2 I; B( �Rj) = b: By de�nition of 12 f(R) = x
and therefore coalitional veto power relative to I is violated at pro�le �R:
Proof of Proposition 6 A voting rule f : ~Pn ! X is strategy-proof and

satis�es voter sovereignty, if and only if it is based on voting by committees,
as proved by Barberà et al. (1991). We prove that conditions (a) and (b)
above are necessary and su¢ cient for ensuring information disclosure.
Necessity. Suppose by contradiction that (a) is violated. There exists x 2 X
and M 2 Wx such that M \ I = ?: Consider P 2 ~Pn such that for all
i 2 I, GC(Pi) = fxg and for all j 2 U , x 2 G(Pj): Since M \ I = ? then
M � U and x 2 f(P ): The voting rule f does not satisfy coalitional veto
power relative to I; contradicting Proposition 2. Suppose by contradiction
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that (b) is violated: there exists x 2 X such that for allM 2 Wx M \U 6= ?:
Consider P 2 ~Pn such that for all i 2 I, G(Pi) = fxg and for all j 2 U ,
x 2 GC(Pj): Then x =2 f(P ) and therefore f does not satisfy coalitional veto
power relative to I; contradicting Proposition 2.
Su¢ ciency. Suppose that f is a voting rule based on committees that satis�es
conditions a) and b): Consider any P 2 ~Pn such that for all i; j 2 I, Pi = Pj:
Since (b) holds then there is no x 2 GC(Pi) for all i 2 I such that x 2 f(P ):
Moreover since a) holds there is not any x 2 G(Pi) for all i 2 I; such
that x =2 f(P ): Hence f(P ) = G(Pi) for every i 2 I: Therefore condition
(i) of de�nition 9 holds. Suppose, by contradiction, that there exist P; P 0

such that Pi = P 0i for each i 2 I and f(P ) �i f(P 0) for all i 2 I. By
assumption \i2IG(Pi) = \i2IG(P 0i ) � �GI and \i2IGC(Pi) = \i2IGC(P 0i ) �
�GCI :By condition (a) �G

C
I \ f(P ) = ; and �GCI \ f(P 0) = ;: By condition

(b) �GI � f(P ) and �GI � f(P 0): Therefore if f(P ) �i f(P 0) for all i 2 I,
then there exist x; y 2 X and j; l 2 I such that x 2 G(Pl); x 2 GC(Pj);
y 2 GC(Pl); y 2 G(Pj): That is, there are two alternatives x and y such that
informed voter l likes x and dislikes y; while informed voter j likes y and
dislikes x; and either
Case 1: x; y 2 f(P ), x; y =2 f(P 0) or
Case 2 x; y =2 f(P ), x; y 2 f(P 0):
Consider case 1 (case 2 is analogous). Since x 2 f(P ); then there isM 2 Wx

such that for all i 2M; x 2 G(Pi): Since x =2 f(P 0) there is no M̂ 2 Wx such
that for all i 2 M̂ , x 2 G(P 0i ):Moreover, since x =2 f(P 0) but x 2 f(P ); there
exists h 2 M \ U such that x 2 GC(P 0h) and x 2 G(Ph): Therefore, Ph and
P 0h di¤er. For each i 2 U , let P

jx
i denote voter i0s preferences restricted to

alternative x (by separability they are well de�ned: either x 2 G(Pi) or x 2
GC(Pi)). Consider now the pro�le P

full
U : Suppose �rst that x 2 f(PI ; P fullU ) =

f(P 0I ; P
full
U ): We show that f(P 0) cannot be a Nash equilibrium outcome of

the game (I; P 0I ; 2
X ; f (P 0I ; g(�))): Let a be the purported NE of this game with

g(a) = P 0U . Since g is separable by assumption, then x =2 D(a): Hence, voter
l 2 I can deviate and play âl such that D(a�l; âl) = D(a) [ fxg: voter l can
disclose information about x. Hence g(a�l; âl) = �PU such that for all i 2 U ,
�P
jx
i = P

jx
i : It follows that f(P

0
I ;
�PU) = f(P 0) [ fxg and f(P 0I ; �PU)P 0l f(P 0)

contradicting that f(P 0) is a NE outcome of the game. Suppose now that
x =2 f(PI ; P fullU ) = f(P 0I ; P

full
U ):Using a symmetric argument, it follows that

f(P ) cannot be a Nash equilibrium outcome of (I; PI ; 2X ; f (PI ; g(�))) because
voter j 2 I can pro�tably deviate and disclose information about x:
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Proof of Proposition 7 By Proposition 4 we know that no anonymous
strategy-proof voting rule that satis�es voter sovereignty, ensures information
disclosure when jIj < n+1

2
; and that the median voter rule ensures information

disclosure when jIj � n+1
2
. We prove that every anonymous strategy-proof

voting rule that satis�es voter sovereignty, di¤erent than the simple median
does not ensure information when jIj � n+1

2
. Consider an arbitrary set of

voters M with jM j = n+1
2
: Consider any anonymous, strategy-proof voting

rule f that that satis�es voter sovereignty such that for some z 2 X c 2 C(z)
if and only if jcj � k with k 6= n+1

2
: Suppose �rst k < n+1

2
: Consider a pair

of preference pro�les R0; R1 with R1M = R0M = RM ; B(Ri) = z for all i 2M;
B(R0j ) = z, B(R1j ) = y for all j =2 M with y < z; and a reaction function
g 2 HC(D̂) such that g(a0) = R0�M and g(a) = R1�M for all a 6= a0: Consider
the game � = (M;RM ; A; f(RM ; g(�))): Then, there exists a Nash equilibrium
of � such that a� = a0 and f(RM ; g(a0)) = z 6= f(RM ; Rg;full�M ) = y: The proof
for the case k > n+1

2
is analogous: consider a pair of preference pro�les �R0; �R1

with �R1M = �R0M = �RM ; B( �Ri) = y for all i 2 M; B( �R0j ) = y, B( �R1j ) = z for
all j =2 M and a reaction function g 2 HC(D̂) such that g(a0) = �R0�M and
g(a1) = �R1�M :
Proof of Proposition 8 To prove this proposition we �rst show that

an anonymous voting by committees f ensures information disclosure at in-
formation structure (I; ~P ;HR

sep( ~P)) if and only if for each alternative x 2 X;
the quota qx satis�es the following two conditions: jIj � qx and n� jIj < qx.
Su¢ ciency. Suppose that for all x 2 X; jIj � qx and n � jIj < qx: There-
fore, for every alternative x 2 X; every winning coalition contains at least
one expert and there exists a subset of experts who are a winning coalition.
Then by Proposition 6 the anonymous voting by committees rule ensures
information disclosure under information structure (I; ~P ;HR

sep( ~P)).

Necessity. Suppose that there exists x 2 X such that jIj < qx. Consider
a preference pro�le �P such that G( �Pi) = X for all i 2 N . For each T 2
2Xn f;g ; let �P T denote a preference pro�le such thatG( �P Ti ) = X for all i 2 I;
and G( �P Tj ) = XnT for all j 2 U: Let g 2 HR

sep( ~P) such that g(a0) = �PU and
for all a 6= a0; g(a) = �PD(a). It immediately follows that (I; �PI ; A; f( �PI ; g(�))
has a NE a� = a0 and f( �PI ; g(a0)) 6= f( �PI ; g(a1)) because f( �PI ; g(a0)) = X
by voter sovereignty and strategy-proofness, while x =2 f( �PI ; g(a1)): Suppose
now that there exists x 2 X such that n� jIj � qx: The same argument can
be replicated considering a preference pro�le P̂ such that GC(P̂i) = X for all
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i 2 N: For each T 2 2Xn f;g ; let P̂ T denote a preference pro�le such that
GC(P̂ Ti ) = X for all i 2 I; and G(P̂ Tj ) = T for all j 2 U: Let g 2 HR

sep(
~P)

such that g(a0) = P̂U and for all a 6= a0; g(a) = P̂D(a).
Suppose there are less than n+1

2
informed voters. Then the above con-

ditions cannot be satis�ed. Suppose there are exactly n+1
2
informed voters.

The conditions are satis�ed if and only if for all x 2 X; qx = n+1
2
: Hence

the only anonymous voting by committees rule which ensures information
disclosure when jIj = n+1

2
is a voting by quota rule with q = n+1

2
: This rule

satis�es the two conditions when the cardinality of the set of informed voters
is larger than n+1

2
. This concludes the proof.
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